
Developed from advanced technology that was previously 
unavailable for everyday use and typically cost several 
thousand dollars, the Ionator is a portable on-demand 
cleaning and sanitizing technology available to everyone.

Independent third-party testing demonstrates that the 
Ionator kills 99.999 percent of common bacteria with a 
simple six-second spray of nontoxic ionized water.

   With the Ionator, professional cleaners everywhere now 
have a sanitizing option that saves time, reduces cost
and protects the environment.

The Ionator, COMING SOON.

  

Kills 99.999%  of bacteria*
Introducing the Ionator: Breakthrough Technology from Activeion

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1-888-337-2929 OR VISIT 
WWW.WESCLEAN.COM

Equipment & Cleaning Supplies Ltd.



  

PROTECT EMPLOYEES, 
CUSTOMERS, AND GUESTS 
FROM TOXIC CHEMICALS. 

The Activeion Pro is one of 
the only cleaners in the world 

without a health-related warning 
label. Even the “greenest” cleaners 

contain mild hydrogen peroxide.

safe

outstanding cleaning
Testing by the Toxics Use Reduction Institute 
(TURI) at the University of Massachusetts 
confirms Activeion technology cleans as well  
as or better than the traditional:

safe

same benefits. better technology.

The Grand Haven Area Public School District 
in Grand Haven, Mich., purchased the  
Activeion Pro and eliminated 
eight chemical cleaners in the 
process, saving $22,588 in 
the first year alone.  
 
With the savings, they 
are now purchasing 
other much-needed 
equipment.

smart savings

*When used as directed. 

Get the same great benefits of the widely adopted Activeion Pro with the new Ionator.

A carbon footprint analysis 
done by the University 
of Tennessee/EcoForm 
found that cleaning 
with Activeion instead of 
traditional chemicals reduces 
energy consumption and pollution formation 
between 97 and 100 percent across seven key 
indicators of sustainability: energy, greenhouse 
warming gases, ozone, smog, acid, water 
eutrophication and particulates.

superior  
sustainability

With Activeion, safe and sustainable 
cleaning is free and clear of chemical- 
related health warnings.

superb safety 

 

Two Baltimore elementary 
schools found that worker 
morale improves when cleaning 
with Activeion’s advanced 
technology instead of fatiguing, 
trigger-spray bottles filled with 

traditional chemicals.

“When you have professional tools,  
you feel and act like a professional.”

— CLEMENCIA VILA, PRESIDENT OF LCL SERVICES, INC.  
The cleaning company for Baltimore schools

happier people
Testing performed according to the EPA GLP protocol 
shows the Ionator kills common bacteria:

Salmonella  

E. coli   
Listeria
E. coli 0157:H7 

Pseudomonas

(EPA Est: #086143-MN-001)

sanitizing*

 Glass Cleaner 

 All Purpose Cleaner 

Stainless Steel Cleaner   

 Whiteboard Cleaner 

 Carpet Spotter 

 RESIDUE LEFT BEHIND USING 
 ACTIVEION TECHNOLOGY:  NONE
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